The Monthly Observations
for September 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “September 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic things. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible realms. Insights about collective
dynamics can, from time to time, be really useful.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work can only offer video, phone or email consultations at this time.
Every format is just as effective. To book or ask a question, get in contact here.
ps… I only access email on Monday to Friday mornings. Call or sms for a faster reply

“SEPTEMBER”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Chart
each year

in 2021

9

2030/5

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

40/4

135/9

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

49/4

2165/5

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

“September 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or
“bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring often promotes better existence. A
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count like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number presents three or
more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

4

6

5

2

4

7

2

-

-

4

Let’s look closer at this…..

“September”s birth numbers are “9” and “2030/5”
closure, placement, creating, new
All of these states make life exciting, especially when we’re doing well. “9” is a time that helps self
feel sorted, ready for more, organised. Freedom abounds, let alone empowerment, when we
choose to release obstructions. “2030” is potent; two “0”s hint at a more spiritual period. Implicit in
this is one’s connection, intuition, invisible things. That can trigger the need for more time out to
process what unfolds. How we tend to mind and mantras, every day, affects what next comes.
“0” can signal spiritual past-times; implicit in this is the need to digest things. Through lessons in
placement and relating (“2”); moments of loss or not enough of anything (“0”); and realising how we
impact flow (“3”), goodness looks due to bloom (“5”). This can play out on any level; states that are
right intuitively feel “good”. This is where the sixth sense helps; learning how to read energies and
vibes. Manifesting well anchors in connecting. Humans can spend a lot of time going sideways.
That’s not bad but, entertained too much, horizontal focus breeds egoic views. Balance re-presents
whenever we let fresh air back in. Spiritual flow’s not birthed on the outside. It’s truth as a unique,
caring stance. We all know what goodness feels like, deep down. Exclusive – i.e. binary - states and
perspectives always birth from egoic “I”.
“2030” could prompt reflection re what and how you co-create. “3” can be a potent mentor,
prompting a review of what self enables. It can denote creative aspects – e.g. art, craft,
entertainment. Here, it invites people to discover more about all sorts of things. “3” reveals more
about flow - giving and receiving; living cyclically. Here, it flags communication: verbal, non-verbal,
silent and intuitive. “2030”, this month’s specific birth number, could get people talking. With “5”
as an outcome, your views might evolve. This could include any perspective – personal, collective,
historical….
If nothing else, through movement and silence, realisations seems sure this month. When “0”
appears between numbers, it can signal more need for time out. I’ve pointed to this already - here,
let’s discuss “0” as “zilch”. It can depict losing or lacking. People in lock-down, let alone war zones,
are not new to such things. Yet, “0” is “Nothing” as stillness pre-movement; the birth place of path
and all it needs. It presses people to breathe and relax mindset and tension to let newness in.
Everything’s linked. We are all receivers who constantly shape delivery docks. A few “0”s suggest
moments that come to hone long-term health.
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My Clearing Cards® help self back to core
Life flows best when we choose to release egoic rhythms
consciously. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially in
spiritual realms. There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set, each
offering two levels of message. Either or both can help you shift; discover and intuit
more. Life reveals heaps when we relax; focus on breath; and give life the space to
wholistically inform. To purchase or read more about my Clearing Cards®, go through
to my Shop or click here.

This month’s M.O.s are “40/4” and “135/9”
“4” hones frameworks, viewpoints, methods
….. it’s a time for adjusting and always seeks quality. “0” emerges here as well to form a second
master number. It can mean not enough information, cash flow, progress, acceptance… Anything
self makes too-/all-important can be used as bait for essential growth. As we remember to trust in
flow, goodness begins to solidify. Here, “0” marks Source as the birthplace and human as its partner
in creation. It pays to keep out of the future simply because it hasn’t arrived. That doesn’t mean one
shouldn’t plan things yet what we affirm shapes what happens tomorrow. “0” asks selves to stop
telling Source what, how and where to give. Lessons in presence abound whenever noughty
numbers present.
“4”, as awareness, couples with “0” to boost appreciation. Being open to how things flow can help to
attract whatever self’s seeking. Our position as sharers and exchangers – not just do’ers – has an
impact. “0” denotes Source saying, “Boo!”; “I’m real”; and “Link in to attract”. The Divine is
constantly communicating, using gut feel, dreaming, other beings and life as signs. The more we
know this, grounded and present, the more we help life bring what it can. Intuition helps us
understand things. How we reference shapes what we “get”. Master numbers come to strengthen
spiritual connection. This month’s two “0”s could amplify these types of dynamics.
Are you nurturing – i.e. taking care of - spiritual life as a basic need? Like breakfast for some,
connecting with soul self is less negotiable now. Limitation comes to invite selves into greater
openness. The dare is to channel higher, purer. The M.O. flags how we will do this. “4” likes to plan;
like “9”, it organises and can play out as a need to review things. Preceding “5”, it flags the
groundwork implicit in launching brilliantly. “4” gets us ready; pulls towards what’s right as it is felt
at core. Life wants all rockets flying, on-mission all the way through. “4” helps tighten mindsets
from this angle; “9” removes blockages. Interspersed with “0”s, this month looks like a phase for
meaningful prep.
“9” also wants compassion that’s balanced; “4”s the tsunami; “9”, the clean-up. There are many
ways to read this month’s profile; wholesome, productive change seems sure. Active and passive
vibrations are conspiring to spur constructive movement. Here is a hint of practically spiritual gains,
outcomes, perspectives. Divine help is always real-life focused even when it comes via hardship.
Self is wired to connect to goodness but our outer wrapping can get in the way. The universe
constantly shows us how to effect outcomes without causing mayhem. Integration is key; all angles
add when egoic self’s well-mentored. Wholeness only prevails through intuition. There is no faulty
radar. Problems birth by misreading signals.
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**************

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
You can read reviews about me here
**************

“September”s reality numbers are “49/4” and “2165/5”
eyes open and mindsets sharpened for growth, progress, healing, more
A few numbers repeat in this month’s reality numbers. “6” is new – the vibe of healing, genuineness,
health. It represents caring, loving, teaching, serving as objective support. Such states always
manifest strongly when we are real with self. Truth, therefore, re-presents here; this month could
highlight noteworthy things. “4” is the builder strengthening moorings; investor and reaper all at
once. What are you trying to harvest? Does it sit well spiritually? Where would you like to end
up? Egoic self is short-term focused, sabotaging future frequently. It’s a natural, normal, human
dynamic that is best mentored constantly. This needn’t breed suspicion of self; “human” means
“adult and child in one bod”. Change is assured this month – newness, stretching, those sorts of
dynamics.
You may experience breakthroughs about what really matters. What can you release for the future?
The universe hates empty space. Releasing helps people make room for the good they sense and
know. Self and other feature, as usual; learning through difference and sameness. This month could
heighten energy levels, jarringly or pleasantly. With one hemisphere nearing Spring-time, don’t be
surprised if newness pops in. This month could find you re-shaping pathways especially if you
reference well. Use time out to foster healing and respect what you sense via “gut feel”.
The body is an amazing radar; always informing, not always heard. The more we remember that
energy moves, the more we can heal real worlds. This needn’t be exclusive of medicine; nor should it
mean mindset universal. What matters is whether self listens and to what level of “I”. Meditation
helps people process; so does rest and exercise. The same old recipe counts in every moment.
Balance flows from quietness; moments that relax, let alone soothe. Imbalance, tension, oddness
and down states only ever surface to help what is soul reboot.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
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Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 6 September to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D
Radio’s Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on
the first Thursday of every month. We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth
and question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. If you miss “August”s Show, we’ll
save your questions for “September”. The program likes to be interactive and your details
aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 2nd at threedradio.com
from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia) time or revisit this page to listen to it from
Monday 6th.
microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
it’s a great time to embrace (initiate) wonderful new moves!
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